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ABSTRACT
Multiple gestations are high risk pregnancies which may be complicated by prematurity,low
birthweight, pre-eclampsia, anaemia, postpartum haemorrhage, intrauterine growth restriction, neonatal
morbidity and high neonatal and infant mortality. There are more multiple births today in part because
more women are receiving infertility treatment, which carries a risk of multiple pregnancy.They are
many risk factors for multiple pregnancy such as: race, heredity, maternal age and pregnancy history as
well as fertility drugs and assisted reproductive technology(ART). The frequency of twins increases
with maternal age and number of pregnancies. Multiple pregnancy is more common in women who
utilize fertility medications to undergo ovulation induction or superovulation. Assisted reproductive
technology (ART) procedures such as in vitro fertilization (IVF) also contribute to the increase in the
multiple birth rate. The risk of multiple pregnancy increases as the number of embryos transferred
increases.
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INTRODUCTION
When in the uterus are developing more than
one baby we talk about multiple pregnancy.
When two eggs are fertilized by two sperm
pregnancy from the outset it consists of two
fetuses with their pridatatsi- membranes,
placenta). Such a twin pregnancy is dizygotic
twinning(DZ).When one kontseptus obtained
by the merger of one egg and one sperm at a
later stage splits and forms two fetus - such
pregnancy call monozygotic (MZ) or
identical.The ratio DZ /MZ = 2: 1c most
developed countries.
There are various factors that predispose to
multiple pregnancies. While DZ is considered
as a variant of the norm, the MZ is the
boundary of the pathological, since the
separation of the fetus is never perfect. If they
remain partially fused to certain body parts it
results double malformations. (1, 2).
Multiple gestations are high risk pregnancies
which may be complicated by prematurity,low
birthweight,
pre-eclampsia,
anaemia,
postpartum haemorrhage, intrauterine growth
restriction, neonatal morbidity and high
neonatal and infant mortality.
Multiple births are much more common today
than they were in the past. (3, 4)

According to the US Department of Health and
Human Services, the twin birth rate has
increased by over 75% since 1980, and triplet,
quadruplet, and high-order multiple births have
increased at an even higher rate (5). There are
more multiple births today in part because
more women are receiving infertility treatment,
which carries a risk of multiple pregnancy.
 The
number
of
treatment-related
pregnancies with triplets or more has
decreased dramatically. Also, more women
are waiting until later in life to attempt
pregnancy, and older women are more
likely than younger women to get pregnant
with multiples, especially with fertility
treatment. Although major medical
advances have improved the outcomes of
multiple births. Multiple births still are
associated with significant medical risks
and complications for the mother and
children. In this review we dicust how and
why multiple pregnancies occur and the
unique issues associated with carrying and
delivering a multiple pregnancy. (6)
TWINS-THE MOST COMMON
MULTIPLE
There are two types of twins: identical and
fraternal (non-identical).
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Identical twins occur when a single embryo,
created by the union of a sperm and an egg,
divides into two embryos. Each embryo is
monozygotic, genetically identical, and both
will be the same sex. Depending on when the
division occurs, identical twins may have
separate placentas and gestational sacs, or they
may share a single placenta but have separate
sacs. In rare cases, identical twins may be in
the same amniotic sac.
Non-identical twins occur when two separate
eggs are each fertilized by a separate sperm.
The two embryos that result are dizygotic, not
genetically identical, and can be the same or
different sex. Most of the time, this is the type
of twinning that occurs from assisted
reproduction procedures.
The “Vanishing Twin Syndrome”
About ½ to 2/3 of twin pregnancies result with
the birth of a one baby, the other twin died.
The other twin either is absorbed in the first
10 weeks "Vanishing twin syndrome." or
discovered during the birth as "faetus
papyraceus". (6, 7)
Sometimes, very early in a twin pregnancy,
one of the fetuses “disappears.” This is referred
to as the “vanishing twin syndrome.” Even
after ultrasound has shown heart movement in
twins, spontaneous loss of one of the fetuses
occurs in up to 20% of twin pregnancies.
Spontaneous losses are even higher in triplet
and quadruplet pregnancies. A fetal loss rate of
40% may occur in pregnancies with triplets or
more. When a fetus is lost in the first trimester,
the remaining fetus or fetuses generally
continue to develop normally, although vaginal
bleeding may occur.
 Ultrasound examinations performed early in
the 5th week of pregnancy occasionally
may fail to identify all fetuses. An
“appearing twin” may be found after the 5th
week in nearly 10% of non-identical twin or
multiple pregnancies and in over 80% of
cases of identical twins. After 6 to 8 weeks,
ultrasound should provide an accurate
assessment of the number of fetuses. (6, 8)
This case-control study compared the perinatal
outcome of assisted reproduction pregnancies
of the VT syndrome with that of assisted
reproduction singletons. It was found that
pregnancies diagnosed with the VT syndrome
carry a higher rate of adverse obstetric
outcomes. Moreover, the obstetric outcomes of
the VT pregnancies in certain aspects, such as
gestational age at delivery and the rate of
preterm deliveries, were found to be similar to
twin pregnancies. The present study found that
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4% of singleton deliveries after assisted
reproduction treatment originated in twin
pregnancy (3). This figure is similar to 6%
reported by Shebl et al. (2008). Other groups
have reported higher rates (up to 30%) of
single embryonic loss in pregnancies
commencing with twins (Sampson and de
Crespigny 1992; Pinborg et al., 2005, 2007).
Regarding the obstetric outcomes of
pregnancies diagnosed with the VT syndrome,
the data support conclusions made by others
and reviewed recently (van Oppenraaij et al.,
2009). This review, performed on behalf of the
European Society for Assisted Reproduction
and Embryology Special Interest Group for
Early Pregnancy (SIGEP), demonstrated an
increase in adverse obstetric outcome after the
VT/triplet phenomenon. It was postulated that
this might be due to early implantation
crowding, resulting in an unfavourable
implantation
site
with
uteroplacental
insufficiency. It is of note, however, that when
comparing the present work with that of others,
different definitions have been used for
preterm delivery. While in the present study it
was defined as birth occurring before 34 weeks
gestational age, others defined it as earlier than
37 weeks (Pinborg et al., 2005; Shebl et al.,
2008), and while extreme preterm delivery is
defined here as birth occurring earlier than 28
weeks gestational age, others have defined it as
earlier than 34 weeks (Shebl et al., 2008) or 32
weeks (Pinborg et al., 2005). Shebl and coauthors demonstrated a higher risk for lower
birth weights and small for gestational age
newborns in singleton deliveries of VT
pregnancies in a study of 46 cases (Shebl et al.,
2008). Mean birth weight of 2876 versus 3249
g (P = 0.0004) were demonstrated for cases.
They concluded that IVF singletons from VT
gestations have a higher risk of being SGA
than singletons from a single gestation and that
the higher the gestational age at the time of
vanishing, the higher the risk that the surviving
newborn will be SGA. without the VT
syndrome. These results suggest that the
perinatal outcomes of VT pregnancy resemble
twin pregnancy more than singleton
pregnancy. In spite of the disappearance of one
of the pair, the course of the rest of the
pregnancy is still closer to twin pregnancy than
to regular singleton pregnancy. Opposing
conclusions were brought forward by others.
La Sala demonstrated similar obstetric
outcomes for survivors of the VT syndrome,
irrespective of the mode of assisted
reproduction conception (La Sala et al., 2006).
Birth weights as well as the proportion of low
birth weight babies and very low birth weight
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babies were not statistically different.
Explanations for worse obstetric outcomes in
VT syndrome have been discussed in the
literature (5). Early demise of one twin may in
itself affect the surviving co-twin (Shebl et al.,
2008). Other proposed mechanisms are
infection (although both twins should be
affected), and disturbed placental circulation of
blood shunting through inter-twin vascular
anastomoses, especially in monochorionic
twins (La Sala et al., 2006). Chasen et al.
demonstrated a higher rate of pre-eclampsia in
pregnancies with spontaneous reduction before
14 weeks of gestation. (5, 9)
Risk Factors for Multiple Pregnancy
Naturally, twins occur in about one in 250
pregnancies, triplets in about one in 10,000
pregnancies, and quadruplets in about one in
700,000 pregnancies. The main factor that
increases the chances of having a multiple
pregnancy is the use of infertility treatment,
but there are other factors. (10, 11, 12).
The race, age, heredity, or history of prior
pregnancy does not increase your chance of
having identical twins but does increase your
chance of having fraternal twins. Infertility
treatment increases your risk of having twins,
both identical and fraternal. (13, 14).
Race. The overall rate of twins for all races in
the United Statees is around 33 per 1,000 live
births. Black and non-Hispanic white women
have similar rates of twinning, while Hispanic
women are less likely.
Heredity. The mother’s family history may be
more significant than the father’s. Nonidentical twin women give birth to twins at the
rate of 1 set per 60 births. However, nonidentical male twins father twins at a rate of 1
set per 125 births.
Maternal age and prior pregnancy history.
The frequency of twins increases with maternal
age and number of pregnancies. Women
between 35 to 40 years of age with 4 or more
children are 3 times more likely to have twins
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than a woman under 20 without children. (15,
6, 17).
Maternal height and weight. Non-identical
twins are more common in large and tall
women than in small women. This may be
related more to nutrition than to body size
alone. During World War II, the incidence of
non-identical twinning decreased in Europe
when food was not readily available.
Fertility Drugs and Assisted Reproductive
Technology. Multiple pregnancy is more
common in women who utilize fertility
medications to undergo ovulation induction or
superovulation. Of women who achieve
pregnancy
with
clomiphene
citrate,
approximately 5% to 12% bear twins, and less
than 1% bear triplets or more. Use of drugs to
cause superovulation has caused the vast
majority of the increase in the multiples. (5,
18- 21).
Approximately 30% of pregnancies resulting
from gonadotropins are multiples. While most
of these pregnancies are twins, up to 5% are
triplets or greater due to the release of more
eggs than expected.
Assisted reproductive technology (ART)
procedures such as in vitro fertilization (IVF)
also contribute to the increase in the multiple
birth rate. The risk of multiple pregnancy
increases as the number of embryos transferred
increases. (3, 7, 22-29).
DURATION OF MULTIPLE
PREGNANCIES
The duration of a normal singleton pregnancy
ranges from 37 weeks to 42 weeks from the
time of the last menstrual period. Twin
pregnancies occasionally progress to 40 weeks
but almost always deliver early. As 6 the
number of fetuses increases, the expected
duration of the pregnancy decreases (1, 4). The
average duration is 35 weeks for twins, 33
weeks for triplets, and 30 weeks for
quadruplets. (Table 1)

Table 1. Average gestation age, type of pregnancy and birth weight
TYPE OF
AVERAGE
AVERAGE BIRTH
PREGNANCY
GESTATIONAL
WEIGHT
AGE AT TIME OF
DELIVERY
Singleton
38.6 weeks
7.3 lb. (3,300 grams)
Twin
35 weeks
5.1 lb. (2,300 grams)
Triplet
32 weeks
3.7 lb. (1,660 grams)
Quadruplet
30 weeks
2.9 lb. (1,300 grams)
(American society for reproductive medicine. Multiple pregnancy and birth: twins, triplets and high order
multiples, 2012)
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CONCLUSION
The objective of infertility treatment is the
birth of a healthy child. In a small percentage
of patients, treatment results in multiple
pregnancy that may place the mother and the
babies at increased risk for an unhealthy
outcome. Since multiple pregnancies and their
complications are an inevitable risk of fertility
therapies, education about these risks is crucial
prior to treatment. Ultimately, prevention is the
key to reducing the risk of multiple pregnancy.
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